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EDITORIAL

“A good teacher is like a candle — it consumes itself to light the way 
for others.” – Mustafa Kemal Ataturk  

 

Today is the 5th of September, the birthday of Dr Sarvepalli 
Radhakrishnan, and also most passionately remembered as the 
“Teachers Day”. It is the time of the year where we show our 
affection and love towards the teachers by showering them with 
flowers and gratitude. One must remember that a teacher can never 
be replaced. If someone teaches you even a word, you must worship 
that person as the teacher who taught you something; such is the 
way of a student of the world who must continuously experience 
and can learn them only from the experienced. To them, we must 
show our gratitude as the physical form of respect and appreciation.

“The two most powerful warriors are patience and time” - Leo 
Tolstoy

The time and patience that you all have given us in order to reach 
where we have today is the sole reason we have successfully 
completed the 20th issue of The North Point Weekly. The support 
and guidance given to us by the teachers, parents and students are 
what has kept us going. We would like to thank the entire North 
Point Family for their support, time and patience.

This issue is the hard work of the alumni and students, especially 
of class twelve who took the initiative to provide material at such 
short notice. Hope you all enjoy the celebratory edition of The 
North Point Weekly “Teachers Day”.

Sonam P. Wangchuk Awanish Gazmer
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R E C T O R ’ S
message

spirituality. The concept of Cura Personalis calls for 
individualized attention to the needs of the other; a distinctive 
respect for their unique gifts, challenges, and possibilities; 
and appropriate appreciation for the particular insights of a 
person.
 Cura Personalis has become the hallmark of a Jesuit 
institute, and the development of the whole person a primary 
goal. In realizing this important goal, the Jesuit Secondary 
Education Association (JSEA, 2011), emphasized that 
an Ignatian educator must be a person who cares for the 
individuals in Jesuit institutes.
 Teachers have a powerful and long-lasting influence on 
their students. They directly affect how the students learns, 
what they learnt, how much they learnt, and the way they 
interacted with one another and the world around them.
 On the occasion of the teachers day, I extend my heart 
felt gratitude to all the teachers of St. Joseph’s School both 
present and the past for trying inculcate into the students the 
Jesuit values. I wish them a life full of happiness and content 
being an educator.

Sursum Corda.

 In India, the renowned tradition of Jesuit education was 
as old as the arrival of the first Portuguese Jesuit missionaries 
in 1542 to Goa, a western coastal state of India. After arrival,
when faced with the dark realities of the place and people, 
the Jesuits realized that the best way of helping people was 
to educate the youth. Thus, in 1548, they started St. Paul’s 
College in Goa as the first Jesuit school. Thereafter, Jesuit 
missionaries from Spain, France, Belgium, Australia, New 
Zealand, Canada, Malta, and the Americas arrived in different 
parts of the country at different times to continue and promote 
the Jesuit mission and the great legacy of the Jesuit tradition 
of education in India.
 What is this Jesuit education? - The characteristics of 
Jesuit education, emphasized that Jesuit education must aim 
at producing men and women for others and education must 
motivate all to bring about a social transformation to empower 
and move the society towards development. The universal 
Jesuit mission is to form educated men and women capable of 
building a just and equitable society for all.
 In the Jesuit tradition, the expression, Cura Personalis 
(care of the whole person) is one of the hallmarks of Ignatian 

Fr. Adv. Stan ley  K Varghese , SJ

R E C T O R
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 Dear Teachers, Thank you for all your hard work to make us 
grow and become what we are now. This feeling of mine will be the 
same for all of us. We all might remember our first day at school 
vividly. For some, it might be a memorable one. For some, it might 
have been hard because we were making our school as a second 
home. But if we lean at the fortress of our mind and our experiences, 
we certainly will feel blessed. We had a good many teachers over 
the years. As I moved from one class to the next, I always felt that 
there were many good teachers who were committed, sincere in our 
growth and who always guided us. They were our guiding stars. 
What I am now is because of some those good men and women who 
taught me unflinchingly.
 Being a teacher is not like a 9 to 4 job. They were available 
at all times. Thank you for making us feel that way. I felt honoured 
to attend many of my teachers’ classes because the manner in which 
they taught was great. Thank you for being kind to us. I have learnt 
many things from them. They inspired me. They were proud of me. 
They identified the talents in me and encouraged me constantly. All 
the efforts and hard works my teachers invested in me to bring out 
the best in me can never be repaid. Though my parents gave me life 

it was my teachers who taught me how to live my life.
  I am sure the same feeling of mine could be transferred to how 
I feel about you all dear NP TEACHERS! The experiences of mine 
might be the same for all of us when we were in schools. I am sure 
you all have made a great impression on your students even during 
the new normal situation this year. Though it is a virtual platform to 
wish you all ‘A Happy Teacher’s Day’, I take this opportunity to wish 
you all A HAPPY TEACHERS’ DAY. May God Bless you all! I and 
the students miss you all! One of our teachers after the last year’s 
teacher’s day celebrations told me that he had been working at NP for 
the last 16 years and he had never had a teacher’s day celebration like 
the one in 2019. The expression of his feeling was how our teachers 
have impacted our students. You, dear teachers, have the greatest 
responsibility of making our students within the Twin Towers into 
men for and with others. Your availability and contribution to our 
students will be part of our great NP heritage. Many all over the 
world will be remembering you on this day because you have been 
part of their lives. May you all continue to lift up the spirit of our 
North Pointers.

Sursum Corda.

f r o m  t h e

P R I N C I PA L’ S  D E S K

Rev. Fr.  Leo  Alphonse  Ra j ,  SJ

P R I N C I PA L
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Hello everyone, I hope you all are doing well. 
 There is a deeper concept of freedom which is not just doing 
your own thing, but to do it with responsibility. We cannot move 
forward in life without following any rules, laws, regulations and 
discipline. Many times we fail to understand or comprehend the 
benefits of the discipline we follow and the good values we learn 
from our daily undertakings. We become what we learn and the 
discipline and the good values we learn in life, guide our actions in 
the long run. 
 I would like to emphasize the importance of ‘Discipline’ in 
our life, which does not mean punishment or an imposition on us 
or losing our freedom. Rather, it is a firm direction and guidance 
for channelling our energy for a great performance. In fact, it is a 
track to run on. If everyone makes his own traffic laws and drives on 
any side of the road, can we call it freedom or discipline or chaos? 
Obviously, it is chaos. What is missing here is discipline. A lack of 
discipline actually prevents us from moving forward effectively. On 
the edge of enjoyment, we might consider discipline pulling us down 
but in reality, it is taking us up. 

Let me just share with you a story…
 “A boy was flying a kite with his father and asked him what 
kept the kite up. Dad replied, “The String”. The boy said, “Dad, it is 
the string that is holding the kite down.” The father asked his son 
to watch as he broke the string. Guess what happened to the kite? 
It came down. The father said to the boy, “Isn’t that true in life? 
Sometimes the things that we think are holding us down are the very 
things that are helping us fly. That is what discipline is all about.”
 Dear boys, as you all are at home with more time and freedom 
as ever, please, don’t forget to self-discipline yourself and follow a 
schedule. I would like to urge you, let’s not do things for ‘Feeling 
good’ but have the concept of ‘Doing good’, which is the natural 
outcome of ‘Being good’. 
 I would like to wish all the teachers ‘A Happy Teachers’ Day’. 
The relationship between a teacher and a student is about care, 
correction, convincing and courage forming. Thus teachers truly 
can be next to parents as good mentors, models and a source of 
inspiration. 
                        

Sursum Corda.

Fr. Anuran jan  Ekka , SJ

P R E F E C T

f r o m  t h e

P R E F E C T ’ S  O F F I C E
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 I consider teaching and learning as binary opposites. 
Every person, even the most insignificant person in human 
consideration, plays the role of a teacher and of a learner 
alternatively. It is left to the learner in us to see the teacher 
in the other. This boils down to openness of mind and heart 
and a great amount of humility on the part of the learner. 
Or else no matter how many teaches or how good a teacher 
is around us; learning would not take place. And each one 
of us has to be necessarily a learner. Otherwise, we shall 
perish intellectually, emotionally and in every other way.
 Inherent to learning is the fact about change; change 
of one’s understanding, attitude, and behaviours or actions 
or living. And change is unsettling to anyone. Change, in 
most cases, is a journey into the unknown. But isn’t change 
a necessary part in the growth of any person or a living 
organism? Biological growth is inevitable. But growth 

in other areas of one’s life is a choice which one must 
continually exercise.
 The great centres of learning have existed from times 
immemorial. Hence it is important to know the evolution 
of such centres, from the ancient times to our days. How 
has teaching and learning changed as a system and as a 
method, and for what purpose? It is imperative to be critical 
of what has become of teaching and learning in our days. 
Every student and consequently every teacher must think 
it over as we celebrate Teachers’ Day. Perhaps in a complex 
world such as ours, we may come up with new policies and 
approaches in teaching-learning exercises. One thing for 
sure, we cannot ignore or forget to see the wood for the 
trees.

Sursum Corda.

Rev. Fr.  K . L .  George, SJ

Fo r m e r  R e c t o r

 Today, on TEACHERS’ DAY, I wish to say “Thank You’ to all 
our Teachers. You are the real nation builders, and we want you to 
know how much we appreciate your attitude of ‘Care of total person’ 
and compassionate way of guiding our kids.  As in the film ‘To Sir 
with Love’, you have touched the lives of many and transformed 
them as ‘Conscientious, Competent, Compassionate, Committed 
and Coherent’ Citizens for the society and the nation. Perhaps we 
do not often make it a point to express how we feel about you but 
Teacher’s Day seems an opportune time to do so and to share with 
you also what we look for in you.
 September 5, the Birth Day of Dr S. Radhakrishnan, is 
dedicated to the hard work and importance of a teacher in the lives 
of the students. Teachers (Guru) are always treated respectfully and 
next to God according to Hindu Mythology. Teachers are considered 
to be the highest contributor to making a person a better human. 
They are said to be the key person in the life of a person who helps 
him to grow in all aspects of life.  
 We fully realize that teaching today is not an easy task. That 
it makes challenging demands on your time, energy and abilities and 
that it requires your constant dedication and commitment.  In these 

changing times, a teaching job is not the first choice of many. But 
you proved that teaching is a noble profession and it is worth it to 
be teachers who love and care for their students. We do feel proud 
of you, that you chose this noble calling and we thank God for the 
privilege of having you with us.
 Children, except during this pandemic period, spend more 
time with you than they do with their parents. I am sure that they 
miss you these days as friends, guides and mentors.  However, I 
know that you are all doing your best in reaching out to them and 
imparting your wisdom, knowledge and care through the online 
classes. These are uncertain times and yet you are the hope for the 
children in the true sense.   Children need time to listen, especially 
during these trying times.  In moments of conflict and doubt, anxiety 
and worry they look to you for guidance and when you extend this 
to them, they feel consoled and strengthened. This is, in fact, the 
most important and relevant part of Teaching at this juncture. Be 
caring teachers always and do stimulate thinking, set on fire on 
imaginations, challenge their potentials and bring out the best in 
your children. That only you TEACHERS can do.

Wish you all a very Happy Teachers Day!

Br. Vincent  PD, SJ

M I N I S T E R
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CELEBRATING
TEACHERS
DAY
In our country, Teachers’ Day is celebrated on 

September 5 to mark the birthday of former
 President, politician, scholar, philosopher and 

Bharat Ratna recipient, Dr Sarvepalli 
Radhakrishnan, who was born on the same day in 
1888.

Dr Radhakrishnan was the first Vice President, 
and second President of independent India, and in 
1962, the year when Dr Radhakrishnan assumed
the Presidential office, the first ever Teachers’ Day 
was celebrated. Dr Radhakrishnan was a staunch 
believer in the power of education.

KNOWING THE PERSON
Dr Radhakrishnan was born in a middle-class 
family in Thirutthani in 1888. He graduated with a 
master’s degree in Philosophy from Christian
College, Madras. Dr Radhakrishnan made many 
notable achievements in his life and received many 
honours and awards, too. In 1917, his first book,
The Philosophy of Rabindranath Tagore, 
successfully shifted the world’s eyeballs on Indian 
philosophy.

 He taught at Chennai’s Presidency College 
and Calcutta University, and was also the Vice 
Chancellor of Andhra Pradesh University between 
1931 and 1936. Following this, Dr Radhakrishnan 
was invited to teach Eastern Religions and Ethics at 
Oxford University between 1936 and 1952. He also 
served as the Vice Chancellor of Banaras Hindu 
University till 1948. He was invited to grace the 
position by Madan Mohan Malaviya.

 His philosophy was grounded in Advaita 
Vedanta , reinterpreting this tradition for a 
contemporary understanding. He defended 
Hinduism against what he called “uninformed 
Western criticism”, contributing to the formation 
of contemporary Hindu identity. He has been 
influential in shaping the understanding of 
Hinduism, in both India and the West, and earned 
a reputation as a bridge-builder between India 
and the West. Dr.Radhakrishnan believed that 
“teachers should be the best minds in the  country”. 
He was also one of the founders of Helpage India, a 
non profit

organisation for elderly underprivileged in India. For his services to education 
he was knighted by George V in the June 1931 Birthday Honours, and 
formally invested with his honour by the Governor General of India, the Earl 
of Willingdon, in April 1932. However, he ceased to use the title after Indian 
independence, preferring instead his academic title of ‘Doctor’. 

He was also awarded with the Bharat Ratna in 1954, and was made an honorary 
member of the British Royal Order of Merit in 1963. Dr Radhakrishnan was 
also nominated for the Nobel Prize for Literature numerous times : in 1937 and 
throughout the 1960s. Interestingly, he is the only President of India who could 
not attend the Delhi Republic Day parade, due to his ill health.

THE BEGINNING AND THE PRESENT

It is believed that when Dr Radhakrishnan assumed the Presidential office,
some of his former students came to visit him and requested to celebrate his
birthday with them. Dr Radhakrishnan replied that he would be honoured if
people observed September 5 as Teachers’ Day instead. This was the beginning 
of the day which we all celebrate with much fervour all across the schools, 
colleges, universities and educational institutions of our country. Students 
put on performances, dances, skits and host elaborate shows for their beloved 
teachers whom they respect and revere a lot.

- SAMANAWYA DEY
   11 SCIENCE 

It is believed that when Dr Radhakrishnan assumed the Presidential office,
some of his former students came to visit him and requested to celebrate his 
birthday with them. Dr Radhakrishnan replied that he would be honoured 
if people observed September 5 as Teachers’ Day instead. This was the 
beginning of the day which we all celebrate with much fervour all across the 
schools, colleges, universities and educational institutions of our country. 
Students put on performances, dances, skits and host elaborate shows for 
their beloved teachers whom they respect and revere a lot.
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 UNSEEN CORONA WARRIORS                                    
OUR SCHOOL TEACHERS

The outbreak of the Corona virus has forced the country to shut its doors to prevent the spread of the virus, leading 
to  the disruption  in the lives of many people. There are a large number of “Corona Warriors” 
who are going the extra mile and battling this pandemic. They all deserve our gratitude
 and respect.  Along wit h these “ Corona Warriors” stand our Teachers.

The country is immensely proud of the teaching community. Teachers 
have embraced the current situation with positivity and have
 used it as an opportunity to grow and progress further 
beyond. They have been incredible as they are
 carrying on with their work with zeal, 
commitment and creativity. The teachers are 
being able to provide us with quality education all the while taking care
 of their own quarantined families. The contributions and efforts made by 
teachers never go unnoticed. To celebrate the efforts made by them,
 we celebrate Teachers’ Day today.

It is very important to recognize their contribution in 
moulding our personalities. 
We should thus take this opportunity to 
thank our teachers and express our love and 
care for them. We should be grateful to 
them for their teachings and life lessons 
which have helped us in our own lives so far 
and will continue to do so. 

Teachers play an important role in the de-
velopment of any country. We celebrate Teach-
ers’ Day to honour the contribution of teachers 
in our lives. Duties undertaken by teachers in 
the upbringing of children is immense and thus 
taking and  recognizing  efforts and 
appreciating them through Teachers’ Day is a step towards rec-
ognizing their profession and the role they play in society.

                                       
                                                                 

                                                                Ishwar Chandra Pradhan                                                                        
                                                                   P.D. captain, “Fallon House”

                                                                         5 “B”
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“

All the good things in my life will be an inadequate Thank You to my 
Teachers.

- Ashwin Kanan, ISC 2013 “

Thank you, teachers, for all the extra efforts that you’ve made to 
help us grow, and the challenges you encouraged us to face to help 
us become we are today. Thank you for having patience with us and 
also sharing your wonderful stories with us during our time. We will 
always be grateful to you for your support and kindness.

- Abhishek Subba, ISC 2003“
Dear teachers, you all have not only taught us mathematics, science 
and literature but also how to live life and overcome hurdles through 
your actions, advises and stories. Thank you all for breaking out of 
the professional student-teacher bond and nurturing us as a friend 
and a parent both, and making our lives in school interesting and 
meaningful.

- Akhil Ratna Chettri, ISC 2017 “

The faculty at North Point embodies the ethos of what could just be 
called goodness. Their principles in their personal lives and their 
professional lives contribute to the greater relationship between 
them and the students. I have had the best teachers in my school 
life at North Point. Simply because of the fact; that the teachers 
themselves exceed just teaching. They’re beautiful people with their 
vulnerabilities and qualities that are shared with the students, 
informality and jovial informality. Making all of us a family, a friend, 
an inspiration until the very end.

- Aranya Sen, ISC 2020“

What we’re today and what we will be tomorrow is all due to the 
teachings and the values instilled in us by our teachers in North 
Point. I am so grateful to all of them for making us Men For Others. 
Happy Teacher’s Day to all my teachers who shall always be my mor-
al compass in life.

- Mr. Rahul Amulya Pradhan, ISC 2007

A L U M N I  C O N N E C T
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Dear Teacher s. . .“

I would like to thank all the 
teachers for the hard work and 
effort they have put to educate 
us. Even in these times of crisis, 
they haven’t faltered and have 
continued to carry on with our 
education. We thank you, dear 
teachers.

 ~Jongsen  Tzudir, 10 A, U.D.

“

Teachers are there not only to 
educate but also to teach us life 
values. We wish you joy and 
happiness. You are the spark, 
the inspiration, the guide, the 
candle to our lives. Be it in sports 
or studies or other activities you 
are the pillar of our success and 
the best example for us in the 
classroom and outside of it.

 ~ Cahill Chettri, 6 A, L.D.“
I would like to thank the teachers 
who have put in an immense 
effort and have gone out of their 
way to teach us through online 
means. Even in such challenging 
times they haven’t given up 
and have lived up to the values 
of our school. We admire and 
appreciate their hard work and 
commitment to their profession. 

~ Shantanu  Singh, 10 B, U.D.

“

It is an honour to attend 
classes taught by our 
teachers. You are able 
to teach us in the most 
possible friendly and 
interesting manner. 
Thank you for your 
dedication and your 
kindness.

~ Samten Topgay 
Sherpa, 6 B, L.D.

“
Teachers are some of the most 
unsung heroes we have. They are 
the reason why ordinary kids learn 
to dream about extraordinary 
things and accomplish their goals 
in life.

~ Tenzin Takla, 6 B, L.D.

“
A good teacher can ignite 
the imagination, inspire 
hope and instil a love for 
learning in a student. I 
consider myself fortunate 
for having been taught 
by such teachers. Since 
class 3, all my teachers 
were very supportive and 
loving. I would like to 
thank all of them on this 
day.
~Maahin lama, 12 SCI, 

S.D

“

My teachers are the people whom I can hold 
on tight, the ones who teach me what is wrong 
and right . They teach me how to be truthful, 
which in the long run is very fruitful.

 ~ prajjwal chettri, 6 C, P.D“ “

I am really grateful to my teachers here at 
North Point,  who always see my potential 
and are constantly encouraging me to achieve 
it.Thanks for believing in me ,when I doubted 
myself. Happy Teachers Day.

~ Aaron Bava, 12 COM, S.D
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. . .CreaTiVe  N.p.

Orion S. G. Tamang
Class  7  ‘C’

Orion S. G. Tamang
Class  7  ‘C’

TANISHQ AGARWAL
Class  4 ‘A’

O s i r i s  Ta m a n g
C l a s s  1 1  s c i

O r i o n  S . G .  Ta m a n g
C l a s s  7  ‘ C ’

Ta n i s h q  A g a r w a l
C l a s s  4 ’A’
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H E R A L DS P O R T I F

SPORTS AT  NORTH PO INT
	 The	school	as	a	whole	has	excelled	not	only	in	the	field	of	
academics	but	in	the	field	of	sports	as	well.
 From the hills of Darjeeling to the alpine vegetation of 
Kalimpong and the vast plains of Siliguri the name “St. Joseph’s 
School, Darjeeling” is known to be a power-house in almost every 
sports activity.
 The students show great enthusiasm in sports but it is the 
skilled coaches that help the students to achieve even higher levels. 
The pride that the coaches take in their work is truly inspiring.
It	is	in	the	field	of	football	that	the	school	has	been	successful	in	
the last few years. Securing most of the major trophies the teams 
have	managed	to	keep	the	“BLUE	FLAG”	flying	high.	The	primary,	
as well as the senior football teams, have been withholding the 
fame of the schools through their astounding performances. The 
major part of the success in the discipline of football is mainly due 
to	the	efforts	put	in	by	the	coaches.
 Mr. Pravesh Pradhan, a distinguished footballer from his 
times, aided by Mr. Evan Gurung a really altruistic person and 
Mr.	 Parag	Ekka	who	was	 glorified	with	 a	WHITE	COAT	 during	
his schooling years in North Point has played an eminent role in 
guiding the Senior football team towards glory. These three people 
(“The Big Three”) have proved to be the pillars of North Point. Mr. 

Pravesh Pradhan is also the man behind the success of our school 
table tennis team.  
 Looking into the Primary football team, keeping aside 
the hard work of the players the credit for the success goes to 
the coaches Mr. Prabhakar Moktan for mentoring the Primary 
football team and to Mr. Dipu Thapa and Mr. Aswan Mukhia for 
their never-ending passion and dedication, it is admirable how you 
always see projects through from conception to completion. Mr. 
Dipu Thapa has a big hand in the success of the school’s athletics 
team.
	 Reflecting	upon	 the	field	of	 volleyball,	 our	 school	 is	 at	 its	
zenith.	Lifting	 the	coveted	H.D.	Lama	cup	 (the	most	prestigious	
cup in the district of Darjeeling) including the G.T.A trophy for 
almost three consecutive years is a great feat achieved by the 
school. The I.S.C, I.C.S.E. as well as the junior volleyball teams 
have been consistent throughout the years. All thanks to Mr. Parag 
and his autonomous skills. Mr. Parag is a master of his craft, a 
goal-oriented and a clear commutator.
	 He	was	also	a	part	of	the	Edinburg	cricket	team	who	were	
crowned	the	champions,	and	a	part	of	the	inter-school	staff	football	
team who were crowned the champions as well. Being a White 

Coat holder himself, he has acquired the instincts to keep the team 
motivated.	His	 holistic	 style	 of	 coaching	 has	 brought	 some	 real	
honour to the school. Never the less the constant support of Mr. 
Loveson and Mr. Soumajit Saha has worked the magic as well. Mr. 
Soumajit Saha proved to be a great aid to Mr. Parag in instructing 
the team to perform their best at all.
 The much-desired Edinburgh shield is now home, the team 
which included Mr. Parag Ekka, Mr. Dipu Thapa and Mr. Tashi 
Tsheten	 playing	 as	 the	 staff	 representatives	 in	 the	 team	 were	
outstanding in the performances that they delivered. Their skills 
had truly left the crowd gaping at them with amazement. The N.P. 
cheering team who witnessed the match are sure never to forget 
Mr. Dipu Thapa’s pace balls, Mr. Parag’s wicket keeping and Mr. 
Tashi’s amazing qualities as a cricket player.
	 The	match	days	when	the	staff	team	faced	the	student	teams	
will be cherished. The spin balls by sir Ajay and Mr. Donavin be 
sure to remain unforgotten. Mr. Ajay and Mr. Donavin share many 
common	interests	in	the	field	of	sports.	
 Basketball is one of the big games in our school, securing 
most of the major trophies the school has a grandeur name in it. 
The	diligent	effort	put	in	by	Mr	Prabhakar	Moktan,	Mr.Dipu	Thapa	
and Mr Warwick Roberts has not been squandered. These people 
were the elements to drive the team towards glory. The seniors, as 
well as the juniors, performed diligently thanks to these people. 
	 Athletics	is	the	field	where	our	school	has	never	seemed	to	
fail, it is amazing how the team always manages to live up to the 
expectations. Mr Dipu Thapa, Mr Pravesh Pradhan, Mr Warwick 
Roberts and Mr.Evan Gurung are the core for the success of the 
team.
The	school	also	owes	its	success	in	the	field	of	quizzing	to	Mr	Sajid	
Ahmed, Mr Ashes Chettri, Mr Yusuf and to Mr Loveson Chara 
for	 their	 efforts.	 Making	 it	 into	 the	 finals	 of	 the	 national	 quiz	
tournament was all possible due to their dedication.
 Last but not the least Mr. Keshav Sharma has also played 
an integral part in the success of the badminton team. It’s just 
amazing to see really good teams coming up all the years, the 
school owes a big part to the hard work of the coaches.
	 However,	 all	 this	 success	 would	 not	 have	 been	 achieved	
without the support of all the teachers of the school.  Your love 
and dedication is the reason for the upliftment and progress of the 
school. On this day the editorial team on behalf of all the students 
would	like	to	wish	you	a	“Happy	Teacher’s	Day”.
 We pray that all of you have a healthy and happy life once 
again	“Happy	Teacher’s	Day”.



THE DAY WE 
BEGAN 

OUR JOURNEY

A N  O D E  T O  O U R  T E A C H E R S
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The day we began our journey
Towards learning and exploring,
You were there along with us;
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To encourage us to do more, 
To make us what we are today,
And to mould us into true gentlemen!
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For us, 
You are the incarnation of many,
‘A true friend, guide and a parent’.
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For us,
You are the person who taught us not only to succeed,
But to overcome failure.
Your hard work, your way of teaching, 
Your way of showing path to life, 
How do we thank you for this?
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You were the one to hold our little hands
As we took every step towards life.
You were the one to inspire us from the 
dusk to dawn,

You were the ones to hold our little hands

As we took every step towards life.

You were the one to inspire us from the dusk 

to dawn,
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You were the one who saw us grow-
From a child to a boy, and now a GENTLEMAN.
You were the one who made us who we are!

You were the ones who saw us grow-

From a child to a boy, and now a GENTLEMAN.

You were the ones who made us who we are!
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So many kinds of children,
Blank, numb and non-compiled,
Unknown to the world
Just like a pearl, waiting for the guide;
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You came with a wise heart ,
You turned them into the brightest pearl,
Giving light to every dull
And making a peaceful and a wise world.
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Thank you teachers for making us what we are 
today! 
We proudly say that we are what we are 
because of you and because of your endeavour!

Poem by P rashan Chettri
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Obituary
Shri Pranab Mukherjee
F O R M E R  P R E S I D E N T  O F  I N D I A

 On the thirty-first day of August 2020, the capital of New 
Delhi, already reeling with a pandemic and the wettest monsoon 
in years, received the news of the death of a stalwart of the Indian 
people. Shri Pranab Mukherjee, the former president of India, 
succumbed to health complications caused by Covid-19  at the age 
of 84. He received a state funeral on the 1st of  September. With over 
five decades in politics, he had certainly made enemies, but on that 
day, friends and enemies alike were all there to honour the man who 
had served the nation with pride and diligence. Heads of state and 
ministers gathered to salute him one last time, the political giant he 
was. He left an indelible mark on a whole generation.

 Shri Pranab Mukherjee was born on 11th December 1935, into 
a politically prominent family in Mitrati, West Bengal. He will always 
be remembered as the 13th President of the Republic of India. As a 
scholar, he earned his degree in law from the University of Calcutta. 
He worked as a journalist and a college lecturer in the 1960s, besides 
dabbing in state politics. At the age of 34, Indira Gandhi impressed by 
his organisational and decision making skills, gave him a ministerial 
portfolio in her cabinet. He eventually became a trusted lieutenant of 
Indira Gandhi and the Indian National Congress.

 During his long and distinguished career, he held several 
crucial portfolios, such as Finance Minister, Foreign Minister and 
Defence Minister. He was a mentor to Sonia Gandhi who led the 
Congress party and was one of the most prominent ministers in the 
Manmohan Cabinet. He was well renowned for his political acumen 
and played a key role in forming the coalition government in 2004. 
He was also the Finance Minister during the 2009 Financial Crisis 
and was successful in steering the Indian economy through the global 
recession.
 
 After four decades in public life, he was elected as the president 
of India in 2012. Due to his popularity and political acceptability he 
won with a margin of four lakh votes, becoming the first Bengali to 
hold India’s highest office. In his tenure, he promulgated the Criminal 
Law (Amendment) Ordinance in 2013 and rejected 24 mercy petitions 
including those of Yakub Memon and Ajmal Kasab.

 His term as President ended in 2017 after which he retired 
from active politics leaving behind a luminous political legacy. In his 
lifetime he was elected seven times to the Lok Sabha and attended 
over two hundred parliamentary debates. He was awarded the Bharat 
Ratna in 2019, the highest civilian award in India.

 In his later years, Shri Pranab Mukherjee followed his passion: 
reading. A regular diarist, he also wrote volumes of diaries in his 
lifetime.

 A friend, a husband, a father of three, a mentor, a politician 
and a veteran statesman, he will always be fondly remembered as 
“Pranab Dada” of the people of India. The nation bids a final farewell 
to Shri Pranab Mukherjee.

“We are all, across the divide of party and religion, partners at 
the alter of our motherland.”
-     Pranab Mukherjee.
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